In our rapidly changing world, SMK believes that the art museum plays an important role in helping to build a more creative and reflective society. SMK aspires to develop a 21st century museum which is a gathering place where people of all ages, nationalities and walks of life come to learn from one another and explore together using art as the medium through which we can all connect. The generous and open minded members of AFSMK are essential to making this vision a reality. AFSMK is a public charity (501c3) established to strengthen the ties between Statens Museum for Kunst and the Gallery’s American friends and audiences with chapters in New York and Copenhagen.

AFSMK Patrons’ contributions support the contemporary exhibition programme that provides a platform for emerging Danish artists, the groundbreaking work of SMK’s conservation centre which is making important contributions to our global understanding of art history and the engaging events that draw people together and create new audiences for SMK. Whilst State funding enables us to maintain 700 years of the Royal Collection of Art, it is the support of people like our AFSMK members that enables us to deliver the activities that bring the museum to life.

AFSMK members are passionate about art and are important ambassadors for SMK. We wish to provide you with exclusive opportunities to dig deeper into the folds of the museum to develop your own learning with like-minded people and become a part of the SMK family through a series of special activities and events held in Copenhagen and New York each year.

I hope you will consider joining AFSMK and help to connect Danish Art and the World of Art today!

MIKKEL BOGH
Museum Director and Member of the Board of Directors of American Friends of Statens Museum for Kunst
$250
**BRONZE PATRON**

$450
**FOR COUPLES**

**INVITATIONS**
Invitations to attend AFSMK Patron events each year in New York and in Copenhagen.
In Copenhagen, activities will be based in the gallery and include private tours and talks by senior SMK staff and curators.
In New York, activities will be based in studios, galleries, conservation centres and other locations exemplifying the best of Danish culture in New York.

**FREE ADMISSION**
One year of free admission to all special exhibitions at SMK for the Patrons.

**INFORMATION**
AFSMK Newsletter keeping you up to date on the latest SMK news.

**PREVIEW**
AFSMK Patrons can be among the first to see our special exhibitions. We invite Patrons to the special opening of exhibits at SMK.

---

$500
**SILVER PATRON**

$950
**FOR COUPLES**

**IN ADDITION TO BRONZE**

**PRIVATE TOUR**
Patron and family are eligible for a private tour of SMK conducted by Museum curators and interpreters for up to 8 guests

**ANNUAL DINNER**
Invitation to annual Director’s Dinner

---

$1,250
**GOLD PATRON**

$2,450
**FOR COUPLES**

**IN ADDITION TO BRONZE & SILVER**

**TRAVEL PROGRAM**
Patron receives invitation to participate in the AFSMK exclusive travel program with activities in Europe and the USA

---

$2,500
**PLATINUM PATRON**

$4,950
**FOR COUPLES**

**IN ADDITION TO BRONZE, SILVER & GOLD**

**CATALOGUES**
Patron receives complimentary catalogues for all special exhibitions at SMK

**RECOGNITION**
Recognition of support on sponsor wall at SMK

**DINNER**
Invitation to Stateside Activities or dinners in relation to NY-based activities

---

**Within the limits prescribed by law, all amounts are tax deductible**

---

A copy of the Friends’ latest annual report is filed with the New York State Attorney General’s office and may be obtained by writing to the Friends or to the NYS Attorney General, Charities Bureau, 120 Broadway, New York, NY 10271.
Do you wish to learn more about AFSMK? Please visit www.afsmk.org

The AFSMK is a tax-exempt “public charity” under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. The AFSMK patron payment can be cash donations via check, online donation via credit card or wire transfer. Checks may be mailed to the address below.

DIRECT DONATIONS AND INQUIRIES:
The office of AFSMK
275 Madison Ave, 6th Floor
NY, NY 10016
Phone: 212-812-4362
Email: egrand@ghspm.com (Emily Grand)

FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.afsmk.org
Email: hanne.afsmk@smk.dk

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF AFSMK
Hanne Støvring
+45 41608561 (DK)
+1 917 930 4443 (US)
Email: hanne.afsmk@smk.dk